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Col. A V. Carter, Corumil!siouer of Agriculture, Bilton Runge, L.i.:
DEAR Sm-The cbemieal amelior~tion of our soils is a;-·

question of paramount importance to every former in Louisiana ..
For five years the Stations of this Sta.te .Wave been patiently
studying the chemical wants of our soils and crops and have
embodied the annual results in tlle bulletins already published ..
These results" bave been tabulated at great cost of labor, and thiff
bulletin contains the deductions drawn from thfl published work
of five years. Intro!luctory to these deductions will be found a
discussion of the forms of fet·tilizers used, together with a brief
recital ofthe ill.test i11vestigatious relative to the care and preser~
vation of stable manure. 'rhis bulletin is devoid of lengthYte.bles which are a,nnoyiog to the average farmer and planter. L
trust it may be read with interest and·pro.fit to all.
~I respect.fully ask tliat it be published as Bullet.in No. 31.
Respectfully submitted,
WM. C. dTUBBS,
Director.

DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS.
How best to renovate our worn soils and how to increase
t>nr annual crops by the proper selection and llse of fertilizers
are questions of paramount impoi:tance to every tiller of the soil
in Louisiana. A discussion of these questions involves a review
of all of our fertilizing resources and a proper selection and use
of those materials "'hich will accomplish our purposes at the least
cost and without waste. Of the .elements which go tO make up the
plant organisms all are usually supplied in great abundance by
the soil, air and water, save three, viz : Nitrogen, Phosphoric
acid and Potash. Everything which contains one or more of
these ingredients is esteemed of value as a fertilizer and should
be carefully husbanded and app1ied to the soil. So great bas.
become the demand for these ingredients that an immense army
with millions of capital is scouring the world for raw materials.
containing them, and another army wi'th equally as large a capital is manipulating them into available fertilizers for the planters, farmers, gardeners and fruit growers of the world. How
shall they be manipulated T What forms and in what proportions
shall these raw materials be compounded to suit the wants of our
crops T It is well known that different plan~s require dtfferent
quantities of these ingredients for their best development and
have di:ffuent J?Owers of extracting them from the same soil.
H ence the necessity of experimentation.
fo experimer.ting three factors have to be considered: 1st,
The chemical comp<:c.iition and physical properties of the soil. 2d,
The requirements of the plant to be grown, and 3<.l, the peculiar
fertilizer which will give to the latte1 the maximum yield when
grown on the former.
Experiments have been conducted at all three Stations ot
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this State for the last fin years with all of our leading crops~
These experiments cover every available home·made manure as
well as every obtaillable
commercial form of the three ingredients.:
I
n~med above. Before giving the results a discussion of the fertilizers u1ed will be in order. Under the head of
NITROGENOUS Mil\"'URES

we have used ' 1Stable and Fa.rm Manures," "Composts" with
and without cotton seed and with and 'Yithout acid phosphate ;
"Cotton Seed" "Raw,'' "Crushed" and "Rolled," "Cotton Seed
Meal," "Nitrate of Soda," "Sulphate of Ammonia," "Dried
Blood," "Fish Scrap" and "Tankage."

.

[PHOSPHAT~O

MANURES

have been used as "Dissolved Bone Black," "Acid Phosphate,"
"Precipitated Dissolved Bone," "Precit?ated Acid Phosphate"
"Bone Meal," "Bone A.sh," "Floats" and "Iron Slag."
· POTASSIC .MANURES

have been represented by "Kainite," "Muriate of Potash," Sulphate of Potash," Nitrate of Potash," Carbonate of Potash" and
".A.shes of Cotton Seed Hulls."
The for.ms of Nitrogen used are generally known to the .
agricultural world. Nitrate of Soda is an imported product,
the world's supply coming from Chili and Peru, where in an
impure state it is found in Jarge quantities. . It is refined and
sent in limited quantities to the markets of the world.
Sulphate of Ammonia is a by-product in the manufacture of
the coal gas of cities. Dried Blood is the prodnct of the slaughter houses. When evaporated slowly it is "Red." When rap'
idly dried by steam it is "Black" Blood.
"Fish Scrap" is the
residue left from fish after the oil has been extracted. It is
ground to a powder and sold to dealers and farmers. "Tankage"
is the refnse of. the slaughter houses. When blood and meat
predominates the content of nitrogen is large. When bone :predominates phosphoric acid is large and nitrogen is proportion·
• tionately decreased.
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The forms of Phosphoric Acid are also fafrly well known to
ur planters and farmer8. 'l'he soluble forms, "Dissolvt'd Bone
lack" and ''Acid Phosphate," have been made resp_ectively
rom "Bnne Black," and ' the ground "rock phosphate" by
reatment with sulphuric acid. These treat.ed with lime until
the immediate effect of the acid is destr<.iyed gives us "Precipi ·
ta.ted Dissolvej.l Bone Black" and ·'.Precipitated Acid Phos·
. h11.te." The agricultural value of Bone Meal dt!pends largely
pon its degree of tiuenesfl. Floats are '.'rock phosphate" grouod
to a powder· so impalpable that it will float in r,he air', hence its
11ame. Iron Slag is a bye product in the manufacture of steel
tom Iron containing phosphorous and contains much free lime.
All commercial forms of rotash are products of the German
iaes. Cotton Seed Hull · Ashes , were formerly obtained from
nder the boilers of the cotton seed oil works of the country,
here the hulli; furnish~d the fuel to run the. mills. Re~ently,
owever, the demand for hulls for (eediug purposes has so en·
llnced their value as to preclude their furthe1· e.conomical use 38
uel. Cotton Seed Hull Ashes m~\Y therefore be regarded as out
fof the future market.
STABLE OR FARM MANURE

~hould stand first in the catalogue of manures and highest in the
~timation of every progressive rational farmer. Iu this country
fow farmers appreciate the high valne of this mauur·e and ther
neglect to properly care for and utiliz ~' it has all·eady involved
many thousands of dollars of loss of soil fertility. It is abso·
lutely necessary to convince our farmers of its high vahte ere
they can be in truclied as to the proper u e of it. F<Lrm manure,
if properly made, consists of the ft-aces 0f all our fium - animals
mixed with the litter of the etable. It .is therefore a combination
of vegetable and auimal matters, and contains all the elements
:>rganic and mineral necessary for plant growth. . It decomposes
~oder the proper conditions very rapidly; the fames fumishing
;be fessment by which the vegetable matter is transformed into
ivailab e p ant food. Its application a.meliorates the physical
;:onditions of soils by rendering them more porous and permit· •
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ting a fuller re~piration of'tbe roots of plants growing tberern.
It supplies humus, ~ much needed ingredient in all our South·
ern soils. Nitrification, so essential to every fertile soil, is promoted by its presence, and recent experiments hav~ shown that
soils made fertile with it require · less water to make a gi v~n
amount of matter.
While it is genera11y assumed that stable manure as such is
unassimilable by plants, and bdore it can be ~tilized must be
!lecomposed, this is true only in a general sense, since Peter·
mann has shown that this manure, as found in soils, ,is capable of
· being dialized through membranes and is therefore assimilable
by,some plants. Deherain has found in the ~of manure a
carbonaceous substance easily decomposable, which he has called
"vasculose," and tl.iis substance re~tores the carbonaceous prin·
ciples of the soil exhausted by growing certain plants. Many
French investigat')rS believe that a fermentation which wiU give
the largest amount of black mattter, "matiere noir, 17 even with
a small loss of nitrogen, is therefore the most desirable.. While
this view is not universally adopted, it .i3 conceded by all tha~
stable manure can restore both the nitrogenous and mineriJ,l matters removed by the plants.
Stable or Far~ Yard manures vary greatly and depend for
their composition 1st, the kind of animal; 2d, the quality of the
food, and 3d, the kind and quantity of litter used for bedding.
Therefore no fixed analysis of farm yard manure can be given.
However, an approximate idea of the
composition
by taking the analyses of the
may be obtained
average manures from horses, cows, sheep and hogi;,
~nd the litter with which they are combined. It should
be remar1red that the liquid excremenl:8 are far richer
than the solid in nitrogen and potash. Without giving the details, it will be sufficient for our purpose here to say that a horse
will discharge in one year manure: containing about 115 pounds.
.nitrogen, 70 pounds phosphoric acid and 45 ponnds potash. A.
cow in one year will void 170 pounds nitrogen, 26 pounds phos·
photic acid and 107 pounds potash. A. sheep 9 pounds nitrogen,
6 pounds phosphoric acid and 14 pounds potas~, and a pig 12
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rpounds nitrogen, 9 pounds phosphoric. acid and 10 pounds
notasb.
The tariff of prices regulating the relative values; of commer·
:eial fertilizers sold in this State gives to nitrogen 19 cents a
rpound, H cents per pound phosphoric a.cid, and 5 cents per
I pound for potash. Applying these prices, the value of th<' drop·
:-pings would be from a horse about $30, a cow $39, a sheep $2.851
;:<and a pig e3.35 . . To a farmer owning three hOl'SE'S, five head of
""'Cattle, ten sheep and ten hogs, the money value of their drop·
~ pings would be approximately $350 per annum. It can be seen
'then the economic necessity of carefully husbanding the manure·
~from our farm animals in order to keep up the fertility of ~ur

to

~soils.

The above constitutes the composition of the manure from
:'.'f arm animals. For the proper preservation and care of this ma·
nure it should be mixed with some substance that will act as an
bsorbent 'of the liquid portion and prevent its waste.
This is usually accomplished by the a<ldition of litter to our
the double purpose of a bed for the animal
stables,
which serves
I
•
::.and an absorbent for the manur~. What substance "'ill best
.:aubserve such a purpose, is of the higbeit importance in our do·
'mestic economy. It is e3Sential for the best results that the
<:.l itter shall have a high coeficient for the absorption of both water
<and ammonia, and at the same time present a comfortable bed
.for the animal. Unfortunately no one substance available to our
farmerB, will meet all of these requirements. Peat, ·dried and
·powdered, bas the highest absorptive power of both water and
..ammonia, and should be used in all StateJ where in can be ob·
tained, but it is accessihJe to but very few of our farmers. The
·straws from oats, rice and various ~rasses, and the leaves of the
•
I
prne, oak and other trees are usually used. These make com·
fortable beds and are excellent absorbents of moisture, but ver:s
·low in their absorptive power of ammonia. Whenever possible
-:a combination of straw and peat should be used. Especially are
.straws and leaves desirable if we concur in the value of black
matter to our soils. Whenever the mauures are left under the
..feet of the anima~ peat or a rich mold should always be used,
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since it bas been shown that the chief loss in such treatment oft
manure iA in the escape of ammonia, which these s-qbstance ,,.
arrest, a loss verying from one-quarter to one-half of the total .
nitrogen in 'the manure. It may here be remarked th~t peat andi t
m Id have far superior absorptive powers over plaster, kainite,..
acid phosphate, etc.

.

HOW SHALL
MANURE BE TREATED?
.

It js nsual to treat manure in one 'O f three ways : 1st, To ~.
l1aul it out daily and apply at once t;o t:be soil, 2d, To let it re- ~
main under tbe animals and remove only when the crop is to be ·
planted. 3d, To remove daily and compost either alone or w1tb '
commercial fertilizers with or wit.bout shelter.
Which one of these practices should be followed depends ·
1st, upon character of son; 2d, upon convenience of farmer, and_
3d, to some degre~ upon the crop to be grown.
If the mil be a strong clay and disposed t;o pack, it is best to ·
use the manure in its fresh condition, and therefore iii may be .
hauled out daily and spread at once on the soil. Besides. the ·
chemical additions of nutrient elements of plant food, it will
produce desirable physical changes in the soil itself, renderin1 it .
p0rous, facilitat~ng aeration and nitrification.
n may be menticned here that strong soils are frequently,
without·i1!1mediate results from the application of manures, du .
partly to the fact that in th~ir defective physical condition, they..liberate annually as much plant food as the plant can assimila~
unqer the prevailing conditions of drainage and rainfall. In oucsugar belt commercial fertilizers are frequently without immediate. results, due to defective drainage and to the further facli:>
that these soi ls, well tilled, will produce the largest crops whic ·
the 'rainfall will permit. Hence drainage and irrigation are both
neeiled for maximum results with the use of fertilizers on these-:.·
soils. If the soil be ,light manures will 'nearly always producetheir full effect provided the quantity used be not excessive. It-:..
is therefore best on such soils to u e fermented manures. It is .
therefore advisable to select from th,e lMt two practices, which
one will depend largely upon the time of farmer and price or-
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labor. When the farmer is pushed for time and labor high it is
the part of wisdcm to let it remain under the animals till needed
in tbe field. Here slight fermentation takes place, with a liberation of ammonia, which mµst be assisted by the occasional
application of peat or mold. There is moisture enough furnished
by the urine to keep up the fermentation.
If the farmer bas time, and his lands are of a sandy character,. the COMPOST will always pro~e remunerative. Two kinds of
-0omposting are common' in thi~ State. 1st., Composting the manure alone, and 2d, with cotton seed and acid phosphate. The
Jatter'is always preferred if the seed and pQ.osphate are obtain.able.
The changes which take place in a simple compost have
been closely studied and explained . In the upper pa.rt of a
large heap the retained air contains nitrogen aud carbonic: acid,
the latter coming from action of oxygen of the air ..in the organic
matter in the manure. As a descent is made this 11itrogen dis·
~ppears and marsh gas accompanies the carbonic acid. In the
upper part rerobic fermentation goes ou, which is simply a combustion of the organic matter by the action of the air, which
<elevates the t ·empera~ure to 112° F . to i5o° F. in this part of the
limp.
In descending the mrobio fermentation is displaced by the
~naJrobio.
Here the oxygen of the air is absent, and accord ingly
tlle temperatme is only 80° F . to 100° F. Near the midd le of
the heap, if propel'ly eonstructed, will be formed numerous stalactites of black matter, coming from tlrn leachings of
the manure and formed at a point where the m~rnuer .
is saturated with liquid. This liq11id may be uri ne
alone 0 1· mixed with water. It percolates through the mass
an,1 by (Ji-solving the ammonia and othes gases dimin ish the
pl'es ut·e within the pile, which draws in more air aud t hns keeps
up the continu<-d combuation with elevation of temperature.
Therefo1·e t.h e manure leachings are frequently returnecl to t he
lteap to revJve or to increase the too slow ferment.ation .
The cellnlose oftll'e m:mure is converted into mareh gas and
-carbonic acid b.v the action o( a ferment coming from the int~S·
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nes of the animal. These bacteria are found in the intestinesr
of all herbivorous animals and are accompanied t.h ere by the~e-
same gases. Therefore the fermenta.t.ion of farm manure n~ay b~
considered as the natural digestion of the animal1 prolonged afterejection.
The stracos found in the ma11 11re consists of cellulose, legnine,..
dextrin, sugars, gums, etc. In the upper path of the lltap th e-more easily reducible substances, each as sngars, <lextrin, guru~, .
etc., are consumed by the oxygen of the air and converted fot°"
carbonic add and water. Below this, the more resistant irnbstauces, such as cellulose, etc . are convt-rted by the ferment.
without air: into marsh gas and ca1·bonic acid. Tha vai-cu\o. &
is on\y partially destroyed, the gre1t.er part going into solution
of the alkaline leachings. The a.sh is unaffected and remains
constant during the fermentation.
The nitrogen is furnished by the liquid and soli1l portions :
of the manure as well as by the Jitter. Exactly wlrnt changesthe nitrogenous substances undergo in a compost heap is not-clearly known. 'l'be urea is converted into carbonate of ammouia. WhE-ther this remains or is converted iuto albuminoids.
or other uHrogenou:i ,organic compounds, attendant with .
aloss of free .n itrogen, are questions difficult to decide,,
on ~ccount of the complex reactions produced by the;.
varying conditions under which diff rent investigations have .
necessarily acted. The carbonate of ammonia formed from the~
urea is very volatile, as is evide~1ced by the pungent odor escap·ing from neglected stables, and if not arr~ted and fixed ~elll
form tbe chief loss in a covored manure heap. This form of am··
monia is v.ery l:loluble in water and if this heap be kept moist th~
loss will be very small. It is also largely a sorbed by peat or·
rich garden mold, and hence the practice of the additiou of these
substances to our tables. The add ition of either plaster, kain·
it.e, copperas or acid phosphate to the manure is sometiiues mad .
to prevent this loss of nitrogen. 1'hi practice, recommended 'hymany, is opposed by a few, on the g1:ound 1bat either of tbes
salts checks the natu'l'al fermentation and prevents that complete deco1uposit10u which is necessary for the perfect as imila--
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~1iion of the IQanure by the plant. However, in a com'post heap,
properly constitused and kept moist, the loss of ammonia a VAry
small.. In a well constructed manure heap it is highly desirable that
it be kept moist, but not sufficiently wet to leach. It is therefore best to make them .und'er sbe'Iter and add to them the needed
water, than to make them "out of doors" and ·leave the rainfall
to furnish the necessary water. Frequently heavy rainfalls will
wash out of exposed manul'e heaps a considerable stream of black
leachings. This should never occur, since they represent the.
cream of the manure, containing, besides the dissolved organic
matter, much of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash. Sul·
phide of ammonia, coming from the reduction of tlrn sulphates
in the manure, &ives the disa.greeable oder to these leachings.
Farm manure is a perfect manure, since it contains all the
-elements of plant growth, but these elements are not arrnnged in
;:proper proportions to suit the wants of many .plants, hence it is
'
illot a complete
manure in itself. To render it so additions of
p hosphates and potash salts are frequently made. These addi'
ions are made in quantities
to suit the crop to be gt·own and the
oil to which it is to be appllied, and are added to the maut~re
fore or at the time of application, or separately applied to the
oil. In the cotton country a compost of stable manure, cotton
eed,lacid phospbateandtkainite (when the soil requires it) is frequently used with excellent results. It way be prepared during
the.leisure ruoments of farm life (if such ever occur). It should
·be prepared under shelter.and near a good supply of wate.r. The
·following is the usual method :

.

DIBECl'IONS FOR MAKING COMPOS1'.

Take an equai part of stable manure (say ten 'o r twenty
bushels) and spread it out in a level place, under sb~lter, to
de~th of three inches. Sprinkle over it 100 pounds aci~ phosphate. Next spread over this t u (or twenty) bushels of cotton
seed, made tl1orough'ly wet. Then another eprinkle of 100 poundg
of acid phosphate. Continue this rotation till the quantities are
~hausted and then cover with rich earth {roru the fence corners
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five inches deep. Permit it to remain until ready for use (four'
to six: weeks will do) and cut vertically down with a mattock.
Mix: .wen and apply 300 to 1000 pounds per acre in the drill all
.the time of planting. Be careful to wet the cotton seed thor·
oughly and buy 9nly a first-cla.Es aeid phosphate.
In using acid phosphate and kainite due regard must be had
for th~ demands of the crop under which it is to be used. Corn
demands larger amounts of nitrogen than cotton, and cane larger
than corn. Cotton responds -Oest to 1arge doses of phosphates,
while tooacco revels in an excess of potash with nitrogen.
For corn 200 bushels stable manure, :&00 bushels cotton seed
and one ton of acid phosphate a.nd 1000 pounds kainite (.when
needed) are about the right proportions for composting. F'lr
cotton the stable manure and cotton seed can be reduced one·
half, the other ingredients remaining the same. For cane both.
stable manure and cotton seed can be increased, the increment
depending large! y upon natural fertility of the soil.
LEGUMINOUS CROP8.

I

•

No system is complete without at least one crop of legumes
in the circle. 'This class of plants have the power of appropriat·
ing the nitrogen from the air, through the tubercles whicb grow
upon their roots. These tubercles are filled with micro organ·
isms which, while they draw most of their support from their
host, the plant, they obtain their nitrogen from the air. Being
of an ephemeral existence and multiplying rapidly, they are
.continuously absorbed by the plant and used for its develop·
ment.. Of these legumes.we are familiar with Red, White, Crim·
son and Alsike clovers, Alfalfa, Mililotus, Vetches, etc. Two
species of these plants are pre-eminent for their power of im·
proving soils and are adapted to om· Southern soils a11d climate.
· The sugar plantns have tor years demonstrated the value of om
''cow pea" or "corn field pea" and the hill far~er of North
Louisiana is wonderfully ·pleased with bis new acquaintance, the
"Spani~h goober" or peanut. These two plants, if properly
utilized, affo1·d us a ready means of renovating
They
. our soils.
,

pus
will furnish the most expensive ingredient of fertilizer, nitrogent
'at the lowest cost, bes.ides frequently ameliorating the' physical
condition ofour soils. Tbe estimated fertilizing value of an acre
of "clay'' pea vines, after carefully harvesting, weighing and
analyzing both vines and roots upon the grounds of the Sngar
Experiment Station, was equal to the combined effect of 920
pounqs cotton seed meal and 770 pounds kainite (see Vol. III,
Bulletin No. 14~ pages 71 et seg.) The vines and roots from this
acre gave by analysis 64 ..95 pounds nitrogen, 20.39 pounds phos·
phoric acid, 110.56 pounds potash and 42.6 po11nc.ls lime. All
but the Nitrogen was dz-awn from the soil. The greater' part of
tbe nitrogen doubtless came from the air.
'
'.Fhe similar· value of :.rn acre of, "goober·s" has not yet been
determined, but it is known to be large. Wbenev!'!r eufficient
.stock is kept to consume the hay, and the manol'e ther~from is
carefully saved and returned to the land, neither "cow peiµi"
nor "goobers" should be turned nuder "green," but harvested
and fed 1 since they make excellent bay when rightly cured, and
the fertilizing ingt·edients are but islightly diminished in their
passag'e through the animal's stomach. The plants are thus made
to do double duty of feedin g the animal ~nd fert.ilizing the soil.
True economic science would always direct the .conve1·sion of
the5e crops into bay and fed to animals and the manure there·
from scrupulously returned to the soil. When an insufficient
)lumber of animals are kept to con ume the hay, or when the
manure from the stables is thrown away, then the true theory
would be to turn these crops uniler ns "green man11re."
''Of "goobers" the Spanish vadety is "par excellence" the
best., being easily gath red in sandy soiJs with all the nuts adhe·
.l'ent to the vi11e. Of cow pea , we have a great variety. Tliat
)cind shoul'd be selected for hay or for renovati1Jg the soil which
will give the larg~t amount of vines and occupy the gronnd
until frost. The "clay" variety has heretofore been bhe favorite
ofthesugar planter, bnt the "Unknown," a comparatively new
variety, promises to succeed it. Tha Yatter gives more and
Jonger vines, grows well into the fall, and bear.s a late but Targe
-0rop of p ds. Comparative field tests, with chemical analyses,

•
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have been made of a large number of val'ieties and results
be em bodied in a future Bulletin.

wflt·

THE SOILS OF THE l'HREE STATIONS.

.At Audubon Park the soil is alluvia1, none of it very sandy,
and but little of it very stiff. It is an excellent quality o(
"mixed" soil'. The following analyses of the lightest and stiffest
.&oils on the Station will give an accurate idea of its compo.sition:
.lNALYSEl::l OF OOILS OF AUDUBON PARK SUGAR EXPERIMENT
TATION, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Light Dark
Soil. Soil.
Insoluble matter .. .. ... ... ......... . .... .. ....... ..............
Potash.... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Soda... : .•.............. . .. . .. .......•. · .... • ........... ..•...
Lime...............•.• ·. ..... .. ....• .................... ... ...
Me.gne1:1ium ........... , . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ferrio and Aluminio oxides.. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . ..
Phosphoric acid... • . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . • . . • • . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Sulphuric acid.................................................
Organic matter.. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . • . .. . . . . • . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .
Water . ............................ .... . .... .............. ....
Nitrol,!'en........... . ............. : ..... .. .......... ·.. ·. . . . . . .

70 .10 62.05
.44
. 75
.12
.18
.79
.91
. 81 1. 36
11 . 28 13. 44
.16
.15
.02
.03
3. 16 6. 65
13.23 14.46
.112 .085'

These are excellent soils, their chemical composition insur•
ing heavy yields, provided drainage and rainfall would con·
spire to produce the·m. These soils, like all others in the sugar .
belt, require thorough drainage. It may be asserted that feW'
years furnish water enough during the growing season for devel·
<>ping the maximum crops these soils, un11ided by fertilizers,
-0an produce if properly drained. Renee frequently commercial
fertiliz ers fail to give increased production, and they are con·
demoed as worthleRs, when really the sea ous have not
permitted
.
the growing crops to appropriate the available fertility of ~he
unaided soil. Rene~ field experiments are very unsatisfactory
unless CC1ndncted through a series of years.

.

STATE EXPERIMENT STATION, BATON ROUGE, LA.

Here the soil is a brown loam, belonging, geologica11y, to
' the Bluff Fo~matiou. The fields arc ••rolling" and penetrated
·by a bayou which insinuates through the entire tract. When

well drained it is excellent upland, but unfortunately general
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~rainage is harder to obtain here than on. th.~\..all.nvial
belt, since ·
.
'there is no on~ line or slope aloag whlch the ditches can be cut.
Frequently the level land on the highest places is the hardest to
.drain, and hence great difficulty is experienced in obtaining
duplicate plats with similar physical featotes and properties for
experimental purposes. This brown loom soil is onderlaid at
varying depths by a white chalky looking elay. Frequently
~ns1derable areas of this whhe cla;t' a1 e exposed by 'be denudation of the overlying brown loam. This clay is intractable and
'
impervious to water.
•
The following analy~es will show the compariS<>n of·tbe soils
I
of this Station :

.

I

ANALYSES OF SOILS AND SUB-SOILS OF STATE EXPERIMENT STATION, :BATON ROUG~ LA.
No. 1 a. ~ypical bluff soil.
No. 1.b. Sub-soil corresponding to tbe same.
No. 2 a. Wnite soil.
No. 12 b. Sub-soil underlying white soil.

la.

lll.

2a.

21>.

Sandnndinsolublematter ......•.•........ ..... 90.65089.79 . 87.72 83.00
Soluble Silica ....... ............. . ........... .. · .133 · .043
.0784 .097
Ph< sphoric acid................................ .064 .128
.112
.106
.021
.011>
Sulphuric acid .. ...... .... .... . , ......... . ..... 1 .036 .0:.!5
.Ferric oxide and Alumina. ..•.•.••••..•••.•..•.. 4.:a25 fl.fill> ,6.670 8.880
Lime .......................................... . . 170 .163
.060_ .120
Magnesia...... ......... . ...................... .114 .160
.021
.085
Potash.... .. .. .. ........... . ........... ... .... .l()()> .164
.120
.180
Soda............................ . ............. .078 .054
.076
.123
Organic and volatile matter ................. • ... lr.150 2.741 2.820 •.210
1 y oisture... .. . : · · ............................. ~ 1.540 .87' 2.380 S.320

. These soils show goodly percentages of lime and potash, but
their content of phosphoric acid i@ small.
NOR'fH LOUISIANA EXPERIMENT STATION, CALHOUN, LA.,

is situated in the short leaf pine hills of North Louisiana. The
aoil varies from yellow sandy clays to p'u re sands, They are·
. Daturally very poor but susceptible of rapid improvement and
,responsive to tbe:smallest application of manures. Jn fact, no
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where can soils be found more satisfactory to the experimenter
with fertilizers than . thps~ of.this Station. Their physical qualities are good and chemical analyses reveal their low f0rtility.
The following is the analyses of the ·soils of this Station :
ANALYSES OF SOILS OF NORTH LOUISIANA. EXPERIMENT STATION,.
CALHOUN, LA.
'tt

'i.
~

...doa
0:.;3

.. .5

~en

. "Cl

~

~ i

It g_ \

~!

a... s ....en·

£0
________________________,- - -~o

Insoluble matter . .... ... .'......... .... ............ . .... ..•..•. 97 .010 95 .510I
Potash •• •••. ...... ....•........•.•.•..•.. . :. ................. .023 .0291
Soda ...... .. ............. , .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • .. . . . . . 029 . 058;
Lime. ..... ................. ... .. • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • •.• . •. • •• . .Oil& .145Magnesia.....•••.•.••. , ...................................... .OlS .074-o
Ferric oxide......... . ... ....... ................... . .......... .336 .529'
Aiu·mnia. . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • . • . . . . . • . . 762 . 829'
Phosphoric acid. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 037 . 048>
Sulphuric acid .•. ............. ....... ... .•.•... . .. . ••••••. •• . Trace. 'frace.
Organic matt~r... • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1. 575 2. 225.
Water ...................... ...... .............. .. ... ............ ... .......
.121) .090
. 025 . Oi'T

Soluble Silica.......................... . ......... .. .......... .
Nitrogen.. . . .. . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .

These soils reveal their poverty by above analyses.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES.

The physical properties of the soils of these Stations have
not yet been thoroughly ~tudied. Investigations are now going
oh looking to a complete study of their relations to air, waterand applied fertilizers, e,tc.
MANURIAL NEEDS OF THESE SOILS.

Do these soils need Nitrogen, or Phosphoric Acid or Potash
to grow .o ur staple crops succe~sfully T
'
If so, in what forms shall they be used 7
What quantities of each will give the largest profit T
Tbe~e questions have been propounded for five years upo11
each oue of the three Stations.
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The form3 of each ingredient used bas already been described.
To test the fuli effect of any one ingredient, all the rest must be
supplied in excess. ·Therefore our ·experiments have been
an·anged to inclnde platS with no manui·e to show the eatural
fertility of the soil; plats with only the single ingredient experimented with ; plats wibb all the other ingredien ts, save one experimented with, applied in excess, and plats with all the ingre·
~ients applied, nsing the ingred:ent experimented with in one
~nd two rations. 2-1 Pounds of Nit.rogeu per acre has been
.
.styled t)De rntion ; 48 pounds two rations;· 36 and 72 pounds
have similarly been denominated one and two rations of Phos. phoric Acid ; ~5 and 50 pounds one and two rations of Potash.
A mixture pf Potash, (50 lbs.) and Phosphoric Acid (72 lbs.) is
-0alled •:mixerl ruinerills. A mixture of Nitrogen (48 lbs.) and
Potash (50 lbs.) is called Ba:sal mixture, while Nitrogen (18 lbs.)
a.nd Phosphoric Aci (72 lbs.) is called Nitrogen Phosphate.
Results have been given for each year in the bnlle~ins from the
ieparate S ~ati ons. In this only the aggregate of five years will
be presented.

.

NITROGEN EXPERIMENTS.

1st. Do these soils neert Nitrogen to grow on1· staple crops 1
2d. Ifso,
what form shall it be suppliea''
3d. rn wl1at quantity y
The crops tested are sugar cane, cor~, oats and cotton at
A udnbou Park. ·Cotton, corn, sugar cane and potatoes at Baton
Rouge, aud cotton, con1, sugar cane, tob:.tcco aud pot.a.toes at
.Calhoun.
. The forms of Nitrogen u ed we1·e .cotton seed, cotton seed
meal, dried blood, fish crap, tank;.lge, nitr.ate of soda and sul·
pl1atn of ammonia at all three Stations. At Oalhonn crushed
~otton seed, rolled cotton seed and com po t of cot ton seed, stable
manure and acid phosphate were used in addition to the above
an corn aod cotton.
'fhe quantities used ba.ve been 24 pounrls (one ration) and
4B pounds (two ration ) pet· acre.
The first question ba been answered affirmatively in very

iu
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positive terms for every crop at Oalbono, the use of ene- ratiooa
of Nitrogen aloue frequently doubling the erop. When cOl.Jllbined with mix.ed minerals, the crop has often been focreasecl
three fold .
At Audubon Park the reply has been in the affirmative-,.
very positive in favorable seasons, and fully in unfavorable ooe&~
At Baton Rou~e this reply has been an affirmative more- oi;less dependent upon the phospho1ic acid present.

•

It may therefore be asserted that the crying want of the Oaf·
· houn soils is Nitrogen. That the 80ils of Aud11bon Park! under
favorable seasons will appropriate one to two rati.o ns of Nitroge111
. (more has been demonstrated to be a lo ) with profit.
Ba.ton Rouge soi ls az:e responsive to Ni~rogeu only whet).
properly combined with phosphoric acid.
The second question has not been so positively answered a;ny-·
where. At Audubon Park through four years ofcarefuliexpeFc
iinentation on sugar cane, co tton seed meal slightly lead& am
other fo11ms (due doubtless to small amount of phosphoric' a.ci<l
present) followed closely by sulphate of ammonia, fi h scrap and1
nitrate of soda. These in turo are followed b tankage an
dried blood. The average yield of co n per acre in tons, when•
treated with these forms, used alone and combined in one and tworations with mixed minerals., have been as follow : O'otton seedl
meal 33.10, sulphate of ammonia 32.55, fish scrap 3-1.6&, n~trate·
soda 30.80, taukage 2~ . 98 1 dried blood 29 23. On other crops,.
particularly on black, stiff land, sulphate of ammonia ha& givel}I
slightly better results.
At Baton Rouge Sulphate of Ammonia has also lead, followed closely, however, l>y the other form s . No compost!& haveever been used at eithe1· of these Stations.
A.t Ci1 lhoun the compost of cotton eed, stable manuPe andf
phosphate have led all ·other forms noder cotton, and the order
in which they bavestood for five years, a~suming the yreld o.f
the. natnral soil at 100, is as follow : Compost 302' per eent.,.
crushed cotton seed 268 per cent., nitrate of soda 25S per eent.r
cotton seed meal 244 per ceut., fi ·h scrap 204 per cen,. 1 'anaage
I
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178 per cent., sulpl1ate of ammonia 166 per cent., rolled cotton
seed 163 per cent., and dried blood 129 per cent.
On corn the following in similar percentages wer obtained :
Nitrate soda 231 pet· cent., fish scrap 23L per· cent., comp~st 229
per cent., rolled cotton seed 223 per cent., sulphate ammonia 183
/
per cent., crushed ~otton seed 182 per cent., cot~on seed meal
174 per cent., drieil blood 170 per cent and green cotton seed 165
per cent.
The results given above were obtained by the application of
the same manures to the same plats .t hrough five years, and
much of the di1l'Arence11 may be ascribed doubtless to the inequal·
ities of soil. It may be said, therefore, that there is but little
preference in any of the forms of Nitrogen given above. It is
worthy of record here that of the two minera.l forms of Nitrogen
the nitrate of soda is to be preferred upon light sandy s.oils, and
-sulpQate of ammonia upon stiff clay lands. Attention .should
.also be called to the danger of loss of nitrogen iu the careless rolling of cotton seed. Tbe quantity of Nitrogen to be used per acre
will depend largely upon 1st, character of soil,and 2d,season. Poor ,
land cannot appropriate heavy doses of Nitrogen nor will fairly
fertile soils in bad tilth. Hence the good judgment of the farmer
must decide the quantity. A.t Ca.lhoun, upon thin soil~, one
ration (24: lbs .) of Nitrogen ics nearly the maximum quan~ity
which crops can now appropri~te. With improvement these
soils may digest and render available increased quantities. At
Baton Rouge, with favorable seasons, two ratioi;s (48 pounds) of
Nitrogen may be assimilat~d by the crops with profit, though on
account ef almost annual droughts, it is unwise to apply as a rule
larger quantitiea than one ration (24 povnds). Experiments at
both ot" these Stations have determined the above. a.t Audubon
Park, two rations (48 pounds) can easily be assimilated by sugar
<iane in a fair season, provided tbe soil be well drained and cul·
tivated, i. e., in good tilth. Experiments ·have shown that three
rations are excessive and al ways produce a waste. On cotton,
oorn and oats lesser quantities of Nitrogen will suffice. Irish
potatoes, cabbage, etc., may easily dispose of with profit 72
pounds (3 ration ) of Nitrogen per acre.
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In determini·ng the quantity of Nitrogen required by a crop
a due regard must be given to its botanical relations and its pe-0u1iar appetite. Cereals of all kinds will require more Nitrogen
than cottoij .o r cow peas.
PHOSPBORIC ACID EXPERIMENTS.

1st. Do these soils require Phosphates to grow our staple
erops T
2d. If so, in what form shall they be used 1
Bd. And in what quantities1
In mauy of our experiments to test the above questions we
have used cotton seed meal to supply our Nitrogen. This sub·
stance contains besides its 7 per cent. of Nitrogen: 3 per cen.t. of
Phosphoric Acid and 2 per cent. of Potash. Therefore, where
only small quantities of Phosphoric A.cid are needed, it may be
supplied through this form of Nitrogen. It is believed that the
faint responses sometimes obtained are due to the use of cotton
seed meal as a source of Nitrogen '; this when used to supply 24
pounds of Nitrogen per acre furnishes at same time lfH pounds
Phosphoric A.cid, or near as much as is usually contained in 100
pounds A.cid Phosphate. Lately we have used only the pure
forms of Nitrogen in solving the above questions, At Calhoun
and Audubon Park it has been found that phosphates used
alone have given only small increments to our crops, but when
properly combined with 'Nitrogen thetr effects have been more
apparent. Cotton requires proportionately more phosphates
than corn and corn more than tobacco or 1mgar cane.
A.t Baton Rouge ~he effects of Phosphates are everywhere
visible to the eye, and every fertilizer should contain goodly
proportions of this ingredient, which is designed for this soil.
It may therefore be asserted that the soils of A.udubon Park and
Calhoun require only small doses of phosphates, mixed with
strongly nitrogenous fertilizers to give remunerative returns,
while the soils of Bato . Rouge cao consume goodly quantities
·
with increased crop product:i.
2d Question. This is answered in unmistakable terms, the
s:>luble forms are the most profitable oo every Station, followed

•
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by the slag meal amoug ~he ineoluhle p1l0sphate. Bone meal,
even with its 3 per cent. or more of Nitrogen, has not on any of
these soils gi\ren paying results.
The third question is answered in quite as positive terms as
the one abov~. Neither at Calhoun nor Andubob Park have
excessive quant.ities been beneficial. At the for111er perhaps :.!4
pounds soluble .phosphoric acid per acre is an abundance for any
crop. While one ration (36 lbs.) has been found to be ample for
ttie cane crop at the latter Station at Ba.ton Rouge. Upon the
best character of !!oils and in favorable seasons 50 pounds or more
to the acre of this ingr·edient might be profitably applied to certain c~ops.
.Since this crop does not. leach out like Nitrogen, it is not a
total Joi,s to apply it in excessive quantities.
POTASSIC MANURES.

1st. Do these soils need P~tiash for the growth of our staple
crops 1
2d. Tf o, in what form shall it be given !
3d. I~ what quantities per acre'
In most of our experiments conducted to test the above que3·
ti011s, cotton seed meal ha been used to supply the Nitrogen.
'fhis substance contains, as stated elsewhere, 2 pet' cent. Potash •
. Except in our· experimen~ with cane, where sulphate of ammo·
nia was used to furnish the Nitrogen, a.U the others were conducted with cotton seed meal, and therefore results ma.y meau
that the amount of Pota b contained in the meal is sufficient for
most crop.. No crop at any one of the thiee Stations has been
benefited by t})e appliclltliou of potas ic salts. This seem~ almost
j ncredible wl1en the sandy nature of the soil at Calhoun is COD·
idered, but crucial test.s made upon snch pota h loving plants
. sas tobacco, Trish potatoes and corn have failed to demonstrate
any advantage froJ'.ll the nse of pot sh. At Calhoun, under cotton for :fil'e years, the average agoTegate yield bas been f<?r unfertilized plats, 600 pounds; .for plats receiving potassic manures
only 535 pounds; plat."! receiving cotton seed meal and acid
pho pbat <:1 996 pouuds; while plats receiving tbe last witb one
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ration (25 lbs.) and two rations (50 lbs.) of potash in all its forms
give respectively 958 pounds and 982 pounds.
'
Similar yields were obtained for corn. The average of ' 'No
Manure" was 13. 45 bashels ; for potassic manures alone 12. 38
busheL; for cotton s ed meal and acid pbo p_h ate 21.30 bushels;
for same with one al\d two . rations of pota<sh add ed 20.90 and
20.80 bushels. At Baton Rou$e similar results have beeu obtain'ed. At Audubon Park, upon the same cane, ou the same
plats fo·r four years as high as 50 pouu.d s potash in all its forms
have been aonuatly applied without any appreciable increase
either in tonnage o r sugar content. An ex~mination of the tQr
bacco bulletins will show negative results from its use under
this plant.
It may therefore be asserted that at present tbe3e soils do
not need potash to grow auy CL'op, but the supply of this iugre·
~ient iu the bill bOils of Nonh Louisiana is so small that it may
be needed aud needed badly in a 1:1llo rt while. Therefore it may
not be a total loss to use fet·til1zers contaiJ1ing small percentages
of this ingredient upl>n ~he sanuy lauds of this ection.
No forni of .Pota1Jii prodnciug results, jt is of course irupossi·
ble to say which will be best wlJen it is needed. Under tobacco,
Irish potatoes Q,ud sugar beet!! the Sulphate of Potash is p1:e·
fened to any other form for pllysiological eff~cts. With all '
other crops the ot.ller forms are conbider~d effective.
Soils in their uatural couditiou furnish enough of each one
of the fertilizing iugredieut..'S to ruade a fair a.veragc crop, but
when they are improvt:d by a judicious rotation and fertilizatiou,·
the incre:ised prndacts m ,1~ require more puta.'jh than the soil
eau sa1 ply, then it may be · nect8Sary to :supply potash. This
may llappen at Calhouu and Batun .l<.uuge, but is hardly possible
at Audubon Patk.
APPLICATION OF .FERTILIZER::;.

Having dettr1uiued the ingredients required by our soils,
and having prepared mixtures to suit t.hese requirement ' 1 the
next q aes~iou i8, How shalt they be applied
Shalt they be a1Jplied
hroad<:ast or in the drill 'I t:Jhalt they be applied before pl,anting, at
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planting, or after growth begins 1 In their use shall we make one,
two or three applications' At what depth shall they be placed,
both in the drill and broadcast'
With such crops ·as oats, wheat, grasses, clovers, etc., fertilizers must be applied broadcast, unless they are planted with a
drill with fertilizer attachment. It is possible under such cir··
cnmstances to apply in the drill, but this would be a close approximation to broadcast, on account of closeness of the drills.
But where crops are cultivated in rows from two to eight feet
wide, fertilization is practicable both broadcast and in the drill.
Where the soil is open and porous and root development can
occur wi.thout hindrance, then broadcasting may be done, with
chances that the fibrous roots, permeating easily in every
direction, may catch most of the applied fertilizers, but in , very
stiff, compact soils such extensive root development, is impossible
and therefore much of the broadcastfertHizerwill not be accessible
to the roots of the growing crop. As a rule then it may be as·
serted that broadcasting is permissable upon hoed crops in light
soils, but wasteful in stift, heavy soils. But is it advisable where
the prime object is to recover in the present crop the fertHizer
applied f To test this question a series of experiments were
made upon the light soil~ of Calhoun, by duplicating the same
amount and kind of fertilizers upon several crops, proadcast and
in the drill, and their universal verdict was in favor of the drill.
Of course tliere is a limit, to the amount tha can be safely put
in the driU, and this limit depends largely upon the tilth of the
soil and the rainfall. Poor,, thin soils can rarely sta.nd in the
drill more than 300 to 500 pounds of a concentrated fertilizer,
nor can they appropriate more even if put on broadcast. A soil .
must be fed according to its ability to digest., and thin soils are
"sick patients" that must be gradually strengthened before they
can digest large quantities of 1ertilizers. Upon stiff clayey or
even fertile loamy soils, application in the drill either under the
plant before planting or along either side during cultivation
seems prfferable to broadcast.
.
The time of application a3 well as the nmnber of application~
mast depend largely upon 1st, the character of the soil. 2d,
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..Root development. 3d, Th~ quality ot the fertilizer, and tth,
seasons.
If the soil be very !loamy or clayey and retains fertilizers
well, i:>erhaps little or no loss will occur by puttini all the ma· .
nure unde'r the plant at the time of planting. But if the soit be
sandy and inclined to "leath," fertilizers, particularly Nitrogen
compounds, should . ne?'er be applied al,l at once under fi!JrO'IU
rooted plant.s. Mineral fertilizerl! may be thus applied, since
they ieach but lit.tie, and even complete fertilizers may be thus
'used uuder quickly growing tap rooted plants. But fibrous
rooted plants, like com, sugar cane, sor2hum, etc , will usually
respond best on such soils to two or more applications. Nitrogenous manures a.re very f~gacious and have to be handled with
care to avoid loss, while phosphatic and potassic manures be·
come fixed soon after contact with the soil. Tap root plants,
like cotton and cow pea~, have the capacity of drawii5g
up their food from grea.ter depths than the fibrous rooted,
like eorn, and therefore may arrest and appropriate food
beyond the reach of the latter. 8easons, too, modify results.
In seasons of heavy rainfall the 108!' from leaching is enhanced,
while it is minimized by,a prolonged drought. .
Experiments at Calhoun, extending over five yea.rs, empha·
size the above remarks.. · With cotton~ using all forms of Nitro.
gen, with and without mixed minerals, in one, two and three
applications, i. e., all at time Qf planting ; one half at ,time of
))!anting and the rest at second cultivation ; or one-third at time
of planting, one-third at secoud working and one-third at lay-by,
the aggregate result.s are as follows : One application, 1084
pounds seed cotton ; two applications, 1015 pounds; three ap·
plications, :\,014 pounds. Only seven}times out of sixty experimeot.s extending over 1ive years have two or more applications
given increased yields, and :five out of these have been with
••mixed Nitrogeus," i.
a mixture of Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate
of A.mmcn,1ia and Ootton Seed,Meal ·&The results of these experi·
men ts strongly justify one application at time of planting under
cotton. Different results have been obtained with corn and sugar
cane at this Station, from similar experiment.a. With corn two

e.,
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applications have given an annual increased yield of 1.38 bushels, '~nd three applications 3.56 bushels over one applieation.
Three applications have yielded 2.18 bushels over tw<>
'applications. These experiments, the duplicate of those described under cotton, extending also over five years, strongly
suggest the practice of making at least three applications of fertilizers to such plants as 'corn, cane, etc., npon these soil3. At
Baton Rouge little or no loss bas occurred from one application
'a t time of planting, and therefore the question has not been investigated as thoroughly ·as at Calhoun.
At Audubon Park the propriety of putting out fertilizers
under the cane at planting in the fall or spring, or 'of applying
on either side of cane at time of returning the soil to the young
cane, has been thoroughly investigated with results favorable t<>
either. Experiments have been made similar to those di'scussed
above with one, two and three applications, with as yet no positive evidence hgainst the prevailing custom of one applicat.ion.
These experiments are not yet completed, and final results may
alter our present opinion.
At what depth shall f ertilizers be applied to g,ive maximum results t Experiments covering this entire question have been
systematically made for five years. Complete · fertilizers have'
been applied at all depths from the surface to eight inches.
Then omitting the Nttrogen, the mineral ingredients have been
applied at different depths and Nitrogen on the surface. Finally
mixed minerals applied at one depth and · Nitrogen at another.
The last two are based upon the well known properties of the
ingredients of fertilizers~ already mentioned, in their behavior,
towards the soil. The consensus of results points unmi~ takably
to a depth of two to three inches as producing the best results,
and also shows the advantage of having all the ingredient.a combined at this depth.
ROT.A.TION OF CROPS.

No syste~ of farming is considered permanently profitable
without a rotation of crops, and no rotation is complete without
at least one renovating crop. Every civilized country is on the
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lookout for a valuable·leguminous crop that is adaptable to the
rotation already established. 'l'he sugar planters of South Louisiana very generally practice a rotation1of sugar cane, corn and
~ow peas. By turuing under the last mentioned crop the fertility of their soils is maintained. Bnt the cotton planter bas DO
rotation. It is cotton, cotton, cotton, with occasionally small
areas i.n torn. '.rhe hi'tter is allowed to grow and mature without
the presene:e of the cow pea, which the sugar planter has fonnd
to be such a valuable renovator of hi soils. Under this ex:cluaive cotton cultnre much of the lands of Nortll and Middle and
Eai;t Louisiana have become so rlepleted of their ol'lginal fertility
.as to fall to give remunerative 1·et.nrns for the labor of cultivation. The question of paramount importance to every patriotic
citizen of Louisiana is how to restol'e these worn and tired soils.
It is of vital interest to the owners of th~e lands to know how
to do this, and at the same time receive a fafr remuneration for
the labor and expense involved in it-s accomplishment, This the
-Stations have attempted to solve and a recital here of the results
obtained through five years will, it i hoped, convince a few thaC;.
the plan js a feasible one and 'worthy of trial. At Bato,n Rouge
and Calhoun, nearly six year, ago, six acres were laid off in acre
plats, and the system of rotation of crops, with and without fertilizer~, begw.
The c1·ops selected were oat , cow peas, cotton,:corn and cow
peas, or five crops in three year . It would be more in accordance with science to follow a crop of cow peas with cvrn, b~t
experience bas p1·oven that the Rust Proof oat (the only variety
which can be successfully grown here) inust be planted in October to insure a certain crop, and to plant it in thi month it must
follow a crop o( corn, since the cottou crop could not be
gathered by this time. Hence the order adopted. Three parallel plats of two acres each are used for the experimeuts. The
front acre of each is fertilized with a fertilizer suit:ible to the
crop occupying it, while the rear acre is le unfertilized. 0th·
erw1se the plats are treated alike. The rotation began with oats
in Plat No 1 (front acre fertilized and the rear :acre not). Plat
No. 2 .i n corn and cow peas (front acre fertilized, rear acre not).
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x periments

.WITH .

D IFFERENT

~INDS

OF FERTILIZERS

AT

AUDUBON PARK, NEW ORLEANS,
FOR 1892 A.N D

1893.

'fbe.followiug tabl es give the yields nuder stubble cane of
lthe various form,s of foi·tilizers described in this Bulletin :
PLAT JJl ·•:a"-BESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS WITH POTASISIC FERTILIZERS, 1~92, SECOND YEAR STUBBLE, HAJ1VE81'ED NOV. 22.
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Analyses of Juices.
Qi

...
<...

.....

;;;

1
FERTILIZEBS

A
;M

<)

PER

A CRE,

-------- - ----- - - -.,"'

p.,

.o
:0

1

:2

=
0

E-oi

210 lbs. Kllinite.. ... . ..... . .. . ... . . ...... . . ..
{ Nitrogen Phospl.111.te•. . . . . . . . . .. . .... ...... i
2 l U J.bs. Kriinite.. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. 5
\ Nitrogen Pbo11pLnte. . .. ............. . . . .... ~
( 420 lbs. Kainite ............. .... . . .... . . . .
Nitro;:en Pllos.PhntA. . .... .. . . ... . .. .. . ..... . .
50 Jbs. Sulphate Potash . . .. .. . .. , ...... . ....
,,.~ PhMph•t. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . I
50 lbM. l:iu\ph11.te Potnsh ... . . .. ... ... .... .. ~
NHro~en Pbospbnte. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~
100 lbs. Sulphate Potash . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . 5
No .Ma~ure . .... ....... ......... ... . ... , ......
50 lbs. Mntlnte P otash . ......... . ..... ......

I. .
.I. .,. . . . . . . . ... . . . . .... . . i

:3
-4

.I')

.0
J
:8

9

··~.,

:n

JI. 1
2
.13
)1 4
r..

JI. 0

JI 6
.J.7

50 lbs. Mnrui.te Potash .... ...... . ...... . ..
Nitrogen Pho~phnte . ..... . . ...... . . . ....... }
100 lbs . 1\1nrmte Potash .. .. . . ... .. .. . ......
Nitrogen Phosphate. .. ....... . ....... ........
200 lbs. Cotton Seed Hull Ashes ..... . .... ... .
Nit<og~ Mlx"""t. . . . . . . . . ..• .. ...• .•... ·
200 lbs. Cotton Seed Hull Ashes .. .. . . . ... ..
{ Nitrogen Phosphate ... . . . ...... ..........•.
200 lbs. Cotto.i eed Hull Ashes .. . . ... .... . .
~ Nit.rogen Phosphnte..... .,. ...... .... .. .... ~
108 lbs. Nitrute Pol.i\sh . .... .... .. ..... . . .. .
{ Nitrogen ~hosphnte . ..... . . . ... . ..... ... . .. ~
210 lbs. Nltrnte Potash............... . .....

j

1

.;Ill

I ~

~

1::1

0

M

·;::

0

<)

i:q
~
8
- - -- - -

21 .70 15.3
29.08 14. 6

11. 7
11.0

1.87
1.84

23.10
30.94
2L.9l
23 .59

14.4
14 .3
15 .2
14.5

11. 1
10.4
11 .8
10 .1

1. 73
1.91
::..93
2 . 14

2•J .7l
20 .16
23 .52
'!3 . 94

14.2
15 .2
15. 7
15.4

9.7
11.5
12 .3
12.0

2.09
1. 76
1.63
1.66

26.67 14 .7
15. 3
28 84 14 .7
22.SE 15.5

10 .7
ll .8
11.4
12 .2

2.05
1. 79
1.63
1.61

t4 .9

11 .6

1.71

1r..5

12 .0

1.85

15. 6

11.8

1.62

25.6~

27 .8(
'>.7 .3(

2 .91

•Nitroget1 Phosphate·- 1 po11nds fllitrogen and 72 pound ; Solub!e Phosh orio A.ci,I.
itN:itrogen Mixture --48 pounds Nitrogen.
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PLAT IV "a"- RESULTS OF PHOSPHORIC ACID EXPERIMENTS, SECOND YEAR STUB~LE, .1892, HARVEST~D. DECEMBER 12.
...,!

Analyses of Juices.
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e
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i::i.

~

. F'ERTILIZJ:RB

UsED PER AoRE.

~

0

z

1 258 II.is. Dissolved Bone Black......•.......... .
2 251:l lbs. Dissolved Bone Black and Basal Mixture*
8 516 lbs. Dissolved Bone Black and Basal Mixture
4 Basal Mixture ................... . ..••..•.....
5 258 lb11. Acid P.ho·phate ....... . ... .......••.• .
6 258 lbs. Acid Phosphate and Basal Mixture ......
7 516 lbs. Acid Phosphate and Basal Mixture ...•.•
· 8 Nomanure ..•...... .. ..•....•..••.....•..•.•.
9 516 lbs. Bone Black .. ... ............. 1. ••.••. .
10 516 lbs. Bone Black and Basal Mixture .... . •...
11 516 lbs. Slng Meal. ..•..•...........•.•..•....
12 516 lbs. Slag Meal and Basal Mixture .. . ..... . ..
13 Basal Mixture. . . . . . . . . . . . ...•.•,. .. .. ....•...
14 516 lbs. Charleston Floats ....... . .. . .•..... . . .
15 516 lbs. Charleston Float.a and Basal Mixture.. . .
Hi No Manure ... ..••....••..•.... .••... .• •......
17 516 lbs. Ground Bones ........... , ..... . , .....
18 516 ~~Sp~~~~.~ ~~~~~ . a~~•~~•~~~:.~~~~~~~~ }
19 516 lbs. Ground Bones and Basal Mixture . . , . . .

...
<..."'
Q)

~
x 0t
.5::
0=
E-4
~
VJ
- - - - - - -8oS

~

Cl!

t;/J

(J

~

28 05
30.01
31.92
28 .77
?6.14
27.40
Sl.25
22.60
24 .54
23.60
26.80
27.25
27.84
24.43
27.11
23 .54
27.74
27 .74
26.53

~

14.9
14.5
15.0
14.8
15.2
15.3
15.1
15 .1
15 .5
14.9
15.1
15.3
15.4
15.5
15.7
15.5
15.6
15..4

11.0
10.1
10.0
10.5
10.9
10.4
10.3
10.4
10 .5
10.8
11.3
11.2
11.2
11.6
10.9
11.5
11.3

1.87'
2.19
2.12.
2.12
2.JS:
2.14
2.282.0G
2 .ll
2.08·
1.9-Z
2.02'
2.09
2.031.99
1.81

11.4

15 .4

10.9

1.97
UIS

1.8~

*Basal Mixture- 230 pounds Sulphate of Ammonia and 100 pounds Sulphateof Potash.
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JPLAT V "a..- RESUL'l'S OF EXPERIMENTS WI'fH NITROGENOUS FERTILIZERS, 11!92, SECOND YEAR STUBBLE, HARVESTED DECEMBER 15,, 1892.
~

Analyses of Juices.

iS'=

i...

-'°

g

-<...

F.ER1'1Lll:EBS UsED PEn AcnE.

ll'ol

..
=

ci

&::

"'

M

"'tc

~

c0

·i::
0
'
E--1
~
i ·s=
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -28.63

:)';

1 350 lbs. Cotton Seed Meal .. . ......... . ........
2 350 lbM. ·Cotton Seed Meal l\Ild Mixed Minerals•.
; 3 700, 1b~. Cotton Seed Meal and Mixed Minerals ..
4 MiXed ~era.ls...1• .. : ••• : ••••••• ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
fl 200 lbs, Dried Blood . .. .• : ..• .• .....••......•.
6 ~ lbs. Dried Blood ood Mixed Minerals ...••• .
7 400 lbs. cDried Blood and Mixed Minemls . ••.. : .
8 NoMian\'l.l'e .•................... . .•. .... ..•...
, 9 115 l bs. l:)ulphateAmmonia .•••. .• . ' ... .... .•..
«.io 115 lbs. Sulphate Ammonia and Mixed Minerals.
:.u 230 lbs. 1Sul.phate Ammonia and Mixed Minerals.
>1.2 Mixed Minerals .................. ~ ••. , ..••.••.
la 160 lbs. Nitrate Soda .. . ....... . . ... ..... . .....
i4 r60 lbs. .Nitrate Soda and Mixed Minerals ..••...
.15 BIW lbs. Nitrate Soda and Mixed Minerals......
16 No Manure ..... ..•.................••........
'·17 400 lbs. "rankage ... ..... .......... .. .'.
::18 400 lbs. Tankage and Mmed Minerals ....... . ...
i i 280 lbs. ~~sh Sorap.. • • .. . . . . . . .. ...... ..... . .
.:20 280 lbs. Fish Scrap aud Mixed Minero.is . .. ..... .

······

14.8

32.69
34.72
:34.23
29 .82

14.!:I

15 .1
U .1
li .7
~8 . 77 14 . 2
30.17 14.8
:16 .14 14 .4
28.21 14,.l
35 .21 14 .2
3l!.06 14.4
31.64 ' 14.8
~9.25 15 .2'
28 .35 15.3
29.4'i 15.7
24.15 15 .7
27.16 15.6
26.81 . 15.3
24.78 15.1
28.14 14.8

11.5
11.4
11. 7
10 .8
.11.5
10.9
11.9
12.0
11.1
11.4
11.6
12.1
12 .7
12.9
13 . 3
18 .5
13.2
13 .2
13 . 0
1~ . 8

1.17
1.42
1.35
i .52
1.66
1.41
1.2
1.19
1.39
1.34
1.16
1.13
1.11
1.00
.91
.88
1.08
1.00
1.02
1.12

•Mixed Mineral&---!80 pounds Acid Pho~phate and 100 pounds Sulphate of
J:>-'ltaah.
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PLAT IV "a"-FIE~D RESUL'l'8-PHOSPHORIC ACID MANURES, 1893,
THIRD YEAR STUBBLE, HARVEl:!TED DECEMBER 16 AND 17•
...1

Analyses of Juices.
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FERTILIZ'&llS USED PER AC11E.

fi<1
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Q
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125Slbs. Dissolved Bone Black ........... 13.09 U.1

E--1

r:;

..!!

Q

0

13.6

10.!

1.79

19.60 13.0

12.4

8.9

2, 10

19.67
17 .85
15.05
19 .25
13 .02 '
7 .56
11.62
12.18
16.80
24.01
19.ll
21.21

13.5
12.6
13.5
14 .0
15.3
16.1
15 .3
16.1
13.::!
15.3
16.1
15.4

llU

4. Bl\Sl\l Mixture .. .. ..... ... ......... . . ..
5258 lbs . Acid Phosphate .................
6258lbt1. AcldPhosphateandBasalMixture
7516lbs AcidPhosphateandBe.se.!Mix.ture
SINo Mnnure........ ... . ..... ............
!l516lbs. BoneBlack ......... ... ........ .
10 516 lbs. Bone Black and Basal Mixture . ..
11 516 lbs. Sl~g Meal. .. ... ............ . ...
12 516 lbs Slag Meal and Basal Mixture .. ...
13 BasaUIIixture.................... ... ....
14 5161\•s. Charleston Floats ....... ... .... .

2.10
2.16
2.19
2.02
l.5G

15. 3
13.9
14. .8
15. 7
14 .4

9.i
8 .!>
9. 6
10.1
12.2
13.0
12.0
12.8
10.5
11.8
13.0
12. l

· 15 516 ~~~t~~~r~~~,:~. :,1~~~. ~.~ . ~~~- ~
16No Manurn ... .. ...... .... ..... .. ..... .'.
17 516 lbs. Ground Bone .. . .... . ..... .. ·....
18 516 lbs. Ground Bone nnd 100 lbs. Sul- t
phate Potash . . . . .... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . ~
19f>l6lbs. GronndBoneandBasa!Mixture ..

19. 95
18.69
17.50
15 96
·
16.66

15. 5
15 .8
16 .0
15 6

14 . 9
15.2
15.4
14. 7

12. 3
12.7
13 .0
12 .5

1 .1.: >
l.H
1. :1,,
l. ·:J

15 6

13.2

t. :' 11

2258~~~~~~,,~~~~.~~~~.~~~~~.~~. ~~~~
3516~~~t~!:s~~~~~.~~~e- ~l~~~.~~.~~~~~

I 16·. 1

12 . ~

13.3
11.6
15 . 2
15. 7

·u .9

.3~

1.7 ~
1.3 ~

2.n l
1. 5'i
1.i·!

l. P.i

• Ba11al Ivlixture-230 lbs. Sulphnte Ammonia and 100 lbs. Sulphate Pok :.:...
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PLAT V "a"-FIELD RESULTS - NITROGENOUS MANURE~. 1893, THIRD
YEAR STUBBLE, HARVESTED NOVEMBER 15.
~
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FERTILIZllIIS Us _D

...
<..."

Prrn Acn11:.

I

Analyses of Juices.
.....

II

r.i

1 "d:-=
0

r:n
"' I
3
~ I ·S.
0
II g
8
E-4
~
-- . - - - - - - -------- --- --I

~

I 350 lbs. Cotton Seed Meal ............... 17 .82! 15.8
27 .60 15.4
3 700 lbs. Cotton Seed Meal end Mixed I 23.87 15.3

~ 350 ~~~~~~~~. ~·e·e·~ . ~~~!.. ~~~. ~'.~~~ ~

Minerals.... . .............. . .. .... i
4 Mixed Minerals. .. . . . .. .. . ............. 23.35 15 .5
51?.uO lbs. Dried BloOd ....... ... ...... ... 19 .60 15.0
lb• Driod Blood .nd Ml<od Min""''. 20.41 15.0

TOO

~ ~~ ~~~u~:'.~~.~~~~~.~~.~.i~~~. ~i~~r~.l~:

17.94
13 .08
9 115 lbP. Sulphate Ammonia .. . .. .. ....... 18.31
101115 i.1f~~!'!l~>.~~~. ~.1'.1~~~.i~.. ~~~. ~~~~} 24.73
11 230 lbs. Sulphate Ammonia and Mixed l 26.64

15.4
15 .1
15.0
15.4

, 15.1
23. 75 15.4
19.83 15.5
22.631 16 ,2
22.16 Hi.1
18.10 16 3
16 .16 15.8
23.77 15 .9
23.63 15.9
21!.47 15.2
•Mixed Minerals-430 pounda Acid !'holphate and 100
PoM.
Minerals ...• .. ..... · ..... ··. · · ...

i

12 Mixed Minerals • ..... . ..... .............
13 160 lbs. Nitr11te of Sod11 ..... ......... ...
14 160 lbs. Nitrate Soda and Mixed Minerals
15 320 lbs. Nitrate S~o. nnd Mixed Minero.ls
16 No Manure.....•....•..... . •....... ....
17 400 lbs. Tnnkage ..... ... ......... ......
18 400 lbs. Tankage and Mixed Minerals ....
19j280 lbs. Fish S'erap •.._..................
20 28U lbs. Fish Scrap and l:Iixed Minerals ..

.;

' .;...

....

"'g

0

<.I

s

~

15.5 12.5
15.4. 11 .9

l.3d
1.46

1~ . 7

1.25
1.50
1.61
1.84
1. 75
1.74
1.76
1. 73

15 .6

12 .0
11.5
14.9 11 .2
15.
11. 7
12.1
14.7 11.5
15.0 , 12.1

1. 67
2.32
11 . 7
11.9
1.92
12.8 1.52
12.8
1 .52
1.45
13 .3
, 12 .8 1 1.61
1.39
12 .7
1.40
12.8
1.68
11.8
pounds iulphnte of

15 .U
14 .8
14.6
15 .9
15 .8
16.0
15.4
15.5
15.5
14.8

11.8

I

'

